A Changing Game: Income
Funds Deserve a New Look

What are Income Funds?
Income funds are just what they sound like, an investment
vehicle that focuses on assets that provide an income stream,
either through dividend payments or coupon payments.
In some cases, they can also be viewed as total return
vehicles that provide some growth potential through capital
appreciation along the way.
While that may sound pretty simple, income funds are
deserving of a deeper look in this new world of investing where
rates remain low, and markets are moving faster than ever
before. The reasons to use them in a portfolio have changed,
the investor pool has expanded, and the types of assets that
they invest in have evolved.

From a Specific Audience to Mass Appeal
Retired investors have reached a life stage where they need
a dependable source of income to provide money to fund
expenses, and to preserve capital so that it may last out
retirement. This group is the traditional investor base for
income funds. As retirement gets closer investors were
often advised to transition their portfolios into a 60/40 mix
of equities and bonds, which was often an increase in the
credit side of the portfolio from the 80/20 or 70/30 mix that
younger investors may deploy.

While this overall approach may still be valid, the changing
investing landscape and the availability of new types of
investments in income funds have transformed them into
an investing style that provides utility regardless of asset
allocation goals, timeline, or income needs.

An Evolved Landscape: How Income Investing Has
Changed
The biggest change has occurred in the credit space.
Traditionally, investors accessed income assets through
the public markets by buying Treasuries or corporate
bonds. Over the last several decades, the amount of income
these assets provide has declined precipitously as yields
have trended lower and lower.
Warren Buffet sites an interesting statistic: In September
1981, the yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury bond was
15.8%. At year end 2020, the yield was 0.93%.1 While the
1980s were arguably an outlier for high interest rates, the
reality is that today, over 80% of the world's overeign and
corporate debt trades below a 2% yield.2
So where are investors seeking income? Investors are
increasingly considering alternative assets. A recent
study3 of investment advisors found that they turn to
alternatives to potentially reduce risk, enhance returns,
and provide an uncorrelated asset to other portfolio
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holdings in order to increase diversification and lower
volatility in client portfolios. While there are many different
alternative strategies, such as private equity, hedge funds,
and venture capital, which would generally be regarded as
growth strategies, the same study found that a significant
percentage of advisors responding (36%) are using
alternatives on the income side of the portfolio as well.
And within income alternatives, the private markets are
eating up a lot of the new inflows. Private debt generally
refers to non-bank institutions, such as asset managers,
making loans to private, middle market companies that
because of their size, cannot access the public markets to
raise capital. These loans may offer a yield premium over
public market debt because they tend to be illiquid; they are
not traded on exchanges and the manager may hold them
until maturity.
The asset class began to gain scale in the aftermath of
the global financial crisis beginning in 2008, as banks
increasingly stepped back and institutions increased
activity. Total global private debt assets under management
(AUM) have risen 168% to $845bn in 2019, from $315bn
in 2010, and the growth of private debt is expected to
continue with a 73% increase in AUM to $1.46tn by 2025,
according to Preqin.4

What Else are Investors Considering?
As the economy continues to recover and is projected to
expand, volatility still remains high. And as concentration
in equity markets has increased, it’s even more important
to seek sources of return that are not overly correlated to
equities. A long-term asset that can both throw off income
and provide relatively uncorrelated returns may help to
maintain a preferred risk/return profile. Additionally, the
availability of more diverse income-producing assets make
these types of funds deserving of a new look.
Wrapping It Up
Whether you build a portfolio on your own, or you work with
a financial professional, taking stock of your investments
in light of the current environment is always a good idea.
Income funds are a modern way to gain access to income
without liquidating assets, and can also provide exposure
to alternatives. There are of course risks involved, as there
are with any investment, so be sure to understand them
thoroughly, either by the reading the prospectus or the
offering documents.
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RISKS
As with any asset class, there are certain risks associated with non-investment grade debt. Credit risk is the risk of nonpayment of scheduled interest or
principal payments on a debt investment. The risk of default may be greater. Should a borrower fail to make a payment, or default, this may affect the overall return to the lender. Further, illiquid investments require longer investment time horizons than other investments. For these and other reasons, this asset
class is considered speculative and may not be suitable for everyone.

The information contained within is for educational and information purposes ONLY. It is not intended nor should be considered an invitation, inducement to
buy or sell any security or a solicitation to buy or sell any security. The information is not designed to be taken as advice or a recommendation for any specific investment product, strategy, plan feature or other purpose in any jurisdiction, nor is it a commitment from us or any of our subsidiaries to participate
in any of the transactions mentioned herein. Any commentary provided is the sole opinion of the author and should not be considered a personal recommendation. This is also not intended to be a forecast of future events nor is this a guarantee of any future result. Both past performance and yields are not
reliable indicators of current and future results. Information contained herein was obtained from third party sources we believe to be reliable; however this
is not to be construed as a guarantee to their accuracy or completeness. Observations and views contained in this report may change at any time without
notice and with no obligation to update.
All investments carry a certain degree of risk, including possible loss of principal and there is no assurance that an investment will provide positive performance over any period of time. There are specific risks associated with investing in various types of financial assets and in different countries. The information contained within should not be a person’s sole basis for making an investment decision. One should consult a financial professional before making
any investment decision. Investors should ensure that they obtain all available relevant information before making any investment. Financial professionals
should consider the suitability of the manager, strategy and program for their clients on an initial and ongoing basis.
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